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The purpose of my Thesis is to investigate and to develop
solutions to the aesthetic and technical problems of expressing simpli
fied zoomorphic forms in geometric shapes, and to design and build
a special Raku kiln in which to fire the sculptures.
This investigation is of a specific area of ceramics; mainly ceramic
sculpture, and within the scope of subject a specific area of animals:
the Sirenia mammals. The first thoughts I had were to abstract - always
taking from the realistic but abstracting forms. That suggested to me
simplification of form, and my first reaction was to simplify only geometri
cally. I soon realized that I was not really thinking about what abstraction
of animal form meant in a meaningful way for me. Simplification into basic
geometric shapes was not sufficient to express the emotions I wished to
evoke with the sculpture.
Thinking of alternatives to simplification, I considered abstracting in
terms of the animals biological functions; their metabolism, their interior
anatomy; and finally their ecological importance. After reflecting on all
these approaches, I decided to approach the abstractions in a surrealistic
way. This allows me to go beyond basic abstraction of realism and to bring
ideas from conscious and subconscious levels of thought. I am able to abstract
the character of the animals and also give my interpretations of what it eats,
where it lives, what it does, and where it dies. My hope is to bring the very
essence of the mammals to
viewers'
eyes in such a way as to create an uneasiness
v
of pity, horror, disgust, concern, but most of all interest. These things
must all be considered by the viewer on a secondary level. I first have
to capture their attention and interest visually. To do that, I feel one
must put the creative struggle and emotion from within
ones'
self into
the sculpture. I feel very strongly about putting
ones'
emotional vitality,
style, and being into the work. In the early stages of the Thesis, I found
I was not thinking emotionally about my work; I was# not trying to bring part
of my being into the clay, that missing creative spark.
I found that missing piece of the puzzle in my drawings quite by
accident, but once noticed, I knew my direction. The spark was the obvious
physical connections between the Sirenia mammals and Man - the womb shapes
and the intricate peculiars of the pregnant female, as well as contradictions
of anatomy and sex. Surrealism as I mentioned earlier was the way I chose to
combine emotions and visual contradictions in geometric and organic forms.
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Exposition Section
Historic overview of Eskimo carvings
As far back as the earliest Christian era, Eskimos were carving
realistic seals and walrus from ivory or bone. The carvings have been
discovered in graves and diggings. Carved and inlaid wooden objects,
pottery lamps, and ceramic cooking vessels have also been discovered at
ancient Eskimo grave sites.
The Eskimo had even in those early carvings an advanced representation
of animal forms, "showing curvilinear motifs that recall modern Melanesian
2designs."
These carvings were done by Eskimo artists who were not
necessarily prominent figures in the society, in fact, only the more
intelligent individuals stood out among these craftsmen.
3 The Eskimo
artist would finish a project the day he started it, working steadily with
influences of past artists and tradition weighing heavily upon his conscious
motivations. He did not work from nature, or models, but depended on his
knowledge and familiarity with the animal he was representing. He also
was aware of imaginative animal forms that were believed to exist and were
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represented in ancient times.
Whenever discussing the Eskimo and his Art, one must consider a large
scope of influences on the work; "...all the Eskimo's possessions, including
his art, should be studied in the context of his
life."
The very structure
of the Eskimo's existance". . .has influenced his art, alternating between the
'magical'
stylized and the spontaneous naturalistic forms of self expression. ^
The Eskimo has created "...what to the Art historian seems to be a confusing
mixture of organic and geometrical art in a variety of styles .
"
Often the
Eskimo combined styles in a representation employing. .. "the familiar
mythological elements but in new ways, with increased plasticity and
considerable
inventiveness...""
Specifically seal and walrus motif carvings
were "realistic in detail, but imaginative in the way details were
combined."'
The best example for discussion is a carving of young walrus with a skeleton
motif, found at Point Hope, now in the American Museum of Natural History.
The carving has been classified of the Ipiutak culture, which was probably a
direct descent from Siberia and Central Asia, coming from the Yamal Penisula,
in particular, the Gorodichte culture which existed in the 1st century B.C.
to the 1st century A.D.. The carving shows strong relationships to the
"north Asian Animal Style"; a special peculiarity is present in the young
walrus carving that is present in the scytho-Siberian animal style of the
East Siberia and North China cultures. That particular feature is a
pear-shaped knob or boss on the hip, a convention found as early as the 5th
12
century B.C. and also in pre-Han and Han China. "But the pattern engraved
on the young walrus consists, apart from the skeleton motif, also of lines
which are probably purely ornamental, and of Eskimo origin.
"13 The walrus
is abstracted in form and line but tends to suggest surrealistic surface
quality in the delicate handling of the carving. The artist projected the
internal structure onto the surface of what would otherwise be naturalistic,
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thus suggesting internal forms. "He depicted what in his opinion are the
most important parts of his subject, such as internal organs, spine and
ribs, or ...even the individual joints of the
skeleton."-*-^ The artist
delineated that which did exist and that which he knew must exist. The
treatment of this skeleton motif was not used just to define internal
structure. The incised lines covered the surface, followed contours,
curves, and "as in several other Eskimo carvings are the result of a
general perception of form, of an aesthetic feeling which urges the artist
to emphasize the shape of his model. "1 "Either the emphasis is on form
alone or an effect is achieved by means of the ideas behind the
form."
What begins to happen is common with much primitive art; that is, the work
becomes symbolic and simplified in detail, using only a few features to
suggest the form; "...emphasis on certain features often results in the
18
elimination of others, so that realism is gradually
lost."
Religion
determined often what detail was to be combined rather than concern for
artistic work. The results may seem surrealistic to us, "but the impetus on
19
the part of the artist may be assumed to have been
religious."
On the
other hand, the works themselves give a strong indication that artistic
aesthetic decisions were made by the artist and perhaps subconsciously
played a larger part than is usually
admitted."
u
As a starting point for comparison, I felt that the Eskimo carvings
were excellent examples. They were concerned with external form as well as
internal structure and with contour lines that defined shape in a surrealistic
way, all of which were important reasons why I chose to investigate the
Sirenia order of Mammals.

Reasons for Sirenia Mammals
"The Sea Elephant belongs to the world of feeling which we can never
completely understand, but which only a fool would pretend does not
exist."
I chose to work within a specific area of Raku sculpture, mainly zoomorphic
abstractions. The Sirenia order of mammals was my specific concentration, I
have always been fascinated by the seal and walrus.. They have both aesthetic
enhancements in their forms and movement as well as ecological importance. The
significance of the walrus to the Eskimo is comparable to that of the cattle
to our lives. Due to slaughter and pollution problems, many groups within
this order face danger of extinction.
The Aleutian Islands were discovered by a merchant captain named Pribylov
in 1786 after 20 years of searching. In 1892, the total number of seals was
less than 1 million. By 1896, the slaughter continued till there were hundreds
of thousands of baby seals left to starve on shore waiting in vain for the
oo
female to return. By 1904, the colony was reduced to only hundreds. During
the 1971 Canadian-Norwegian slaughter in the Atlantic, hundreds of thousands
of baby seals were clubed, speared, shot or gaffed. Their skins sliced open
often when they were still alive, leaving only a terror stricken mother to
nuzzle a skinless corpse.
^ Likewise, the slaughter is taking place due to
pollution; though not as grotesque or abrupt, it is just as deadly. The
walrus faces the same consequence as the tuna, salmon, and sword fish. He is
at the end of a dangerously poisonous food chain. Likewise, the Eskimo is
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in greater peril. The effects of DDT and other pollutants have not
shown their death signs yet; however, if one renders these animals in a
surrealistic way, he can represent the deterioration and unbalance within
the mammals. I try to express this deterioration by creating an uneasy
attraction to my work.
The Sirenia also was well suited for the Raku technique; the smoked
body combined with texture glazes, as well as the smooth black luster and
white crackle all seemed to fit the character of the animals. The mammals
appear in many different surface qualities that are effectively achieved by
the Raku process.
They also appear in such a variety of shapes and sizes, that the possi
bilities are endless for forms; contracting and compacting rolls of blubber;
extending and elongating; showing some internal structure in a fluid moving
mass of fur and fat. For me, they have two directions of thrust: horizontal
and vertical. Their mass can be shifted from a compact prone form to a towering
authoritative gesture, all done with the ease in which we flick our wrist.
I am also interested in their social structure, in and out of mating
season. Out of season, the Walrus is in small groups of about fourteen, they
seem to be the most structured group of this order. In season, there are
literally islands full of each species. They all comprise large cities of
moving forms inter-mingled
with stationary rocks that are easily mistaken for
a sleeping bull.
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Simplification readily lends itself to these animals, and
abstraction of their forms will generally still read as a seal
or walrus
allowing the craftsman a freedom of expression that few forms can. I
took many liberties with the forms and even suggested characteristics
that did not exist in the mammals, but meant very personal things to me.
I often let my conscious and subconscious mind direct the forms; for
example, the posterior of the cows often took on human female idiosyncrasies,
emphasizing the main function of the animal: reproduction.
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The Raku Approach
Raku is an ancient firing process that I chose to redefine for myself
to incorporate moods and emotions with rational concepts through a spontaneous
involvment with the basic elements of nature: fire, earth, air, and water.
The use of Raku is a means to an end. I needed particular characteristics
that occur in the smoking process of Raku to convey certain feeling in my
work; such as smooth raw black surfaces juxtaposed with black luster, white
craze or white textured surfaces. Some of the accidental qualities achieved
are consistent with my technique of building the sculpture.
I am very concerned about controlling the accidental effects of the
Raku process, and I discovered a high degree of control within the glazing,
firing, and reducing periods. What this means is that the craftsman must
know how his glazes react with the variables present.
Raku can fortunately allow one to control the elements involved. The
type of reduction, smoking, reoxidizing, combustible material are all
variables that can be observed and their effects controlled. The reason
that these processes and their results are quickly discovered is due to the
nature of Raku; the finished product is generally not too far away from the
original project. Many solutions to a problem can be tried at the same time
especially in the glazing of the
work. It is quite feasible to hold the
finished work in your hand the same day it was glazed. Whenever I am glazing
my work, I am thinking very intently about the form and concentrating
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on my approach of glaze adjacent to raw body; consequently, it is
extremely beneficial to see the end product while the thought is still
fresh in my mind.
Although, at times I make deliberate attempts to be conceptual about
glazing, I still try to define areas with a quick and immediate response
to the form; thus trying to correlate the glazed shapes with the overall
feeling the form gives me.
Raku also provides me the necessary freedoms of approach to clay, not
only in the firing process but in my entire approach to ceramic sculpture.
Clay is one of the most spontaneous and sensitive media that the craftsman
can work with. It responds to every touch and pressure; it has the quality
or characteristic to remain plastic and workable for an intense period of
work, but once fired, the craftsman cannot rework the piece and thus limits
that dreaded disease: overworkitis. I believe that any work which is
preconceived to too great an extent and then carried out to the extent
has lost a sizable chance for creative spontaniety.
Other reasons for working with Raku are economic. Materials for kiln
construction are readily available at local brick yards, even common house
brick will suffice. Firing can be accomplished with a variety of fuels;
oil, coal, wood, propane, or gas.
I use propane, or L.P- gas, because it
is the most convenient and I like its thermal characteristics. It burns
about 2200 B.T.U. which is twice as hot as natural gas burns. It is portable
in 100 pound tanks that cost around $8.00 and last for 6-8 firings depending
on the size of your kiln.
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Clays are equally accessible for those who will dig their own. Most
local clays are not suited for stoneware temperatures, but will do quite
nicely at Raku temperatures (1600-1700F) .
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Technical Data
The clay body I used for Raku was developed from a recipe of Dan Rhodes








This body was excellent for hand building, but not very good as a
throwing clay. Without sawdust, a reduction of grog to 20, plus changing
N.A.F.C. to A. P. Green plastic Fire clay, the body could be used for thrown
Raku. Because of the throwing and hand building variations from one recipe
and the fact that the body did not smoke to a rich even black, I decided to
change. The clay body I used for almost all of the thesis project was a
modification of John Beaton's stoneware body: #2.
Beaton Stoneware
Kentucky Special 50
A.P. Green Fire Clay 35
Tenn #5 25
Grog 10







Originally, Beaton Stoneware would work for Raku, but the breakage
rate was higher than I wanted to chance. With the addition of Gold Art
and more grog, I developed a body which was better suited for Raku hand
building as well as throwing. This body could be worked thin and light
thus making large sculpture easier to handle. It Lso would reduce to a
very warm, even black when completely submerged in sawdust during the
smoking process. All of my glazes worked on both of these bodies. In
particular, one craze glaze (#2) worked better on the modified Beaton
body because that body fired whiter than the Rhodes variation did. Since
I am primarily interested in monochromatic color relationships, I needed a
body that would fire white and reduce to an even black, and Beaton stoneware
proved best.
My concern with glazes was to develop a variety of bases that would
produce controllable craze patterns and textures. White and semi-transparents
were my base glazes. One base developed from a Ceramic Monthly recipe that
I modified (#3) for Raku was used for a white semi-transparent, black luster,
orange, and blue glaze. Two base recipes (#1, #2) were developed from

















Li Co (Lithium Carbonate) 30
3a White
Base Plus Tin Oxide 20 gr
3b Black Luster
Base Plus Bismuth sub Nitrate 1 gr
Black Commercial Underglaze 3 - 7 gr
3c Blue
Base Plus Colbat Oxide 5 gr
Copper Carbonate 2.0 gr
3d Orange
Base Plus Thompson's Red Frit 75 gr
Thompson's Yellow Frit 60 gr
Base #4 Engobe White







Base #2 was used as a craze pattern glaze, since I could control
the size of the craze pattern by manipulating the piece in the smoking
process. If a piece was placed in a closed container with combustible
material Base #2 would develop a large craze pattern which would fill with
dark smoke and carbon that was being pulled out of the body with the oxygen
that was drawn out to support the combustion. If the piece was then allowed
to reoxidize quickly by exposing it to air, it would develop smaller craze
patterns among the existing ones. This procedure is very controllable and
predictable, so I relied on it to produce effective linear patterns on
my sculpture.
Glaze #1 did not, however, develop as large or complex a craze so that
it worked effectively in contrast with #2. It also was more opaque than #2
and has a kind of yellow tinge to it . I use glaze #1 usually with the
Engobe #4; either next to the texture surface that #4 gave or over it in
which case no craze is readily observable. Likewise, #3a was used over the
Engobe to hide any craze pattern that developed.
Similarly, #3b shows no craze pattern, since the black luster has its
craze filled with black carbon. The control of the luster is also a very
reliable process with #3b. I achieve the luster with first a heavy reduction
atmosphere at the end of the firing; and secondly, by having an ample supply
of readily combustible
material in the smoking process so that I am sure of an
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oxygen starved atmosphere; and thirdly, the glaze must be reoxidized; this
is when the luster is developed to the intensity that I desire. This luster
can even be heightened with the use of external luster materials. Tin Chloride
or Ferric Chloride work best.
15 gr. Tin Chloride or Ferric Chloride
85 gr. H20
The solution is sprayed onto the surface in a'fine mist when the piece
is first removed from the kiln. EThe metallic halide will vaporize on the
molten surface and react with the glass to produce an effective and
permanent luster. The ferric chloride spray gives a much stronger luster
and works very effectively with #3d or #3c. Tin Chloride produces a "Mother
of Pearl
opalescence"
and works with all the bases.
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Construction Techniques
There were various techniques employed in the construction of the
thesis project sculpture.
The smaller ones started solid and were carved, shaped, paddled
and formed into the desired proportions. I generally started with a cone
shape and added or substracted as I saw fit to express the various features
of the mammals. Once formed, the piece was allowed to dry for a day, then
it was sliced open with a wire and carved out; the two halves were scored
and slipped and put back together leaving only a seam to mend.
The larger seals were built by three methods; wheel thrown sections,
multi-slab construction, large single piece slabs. The wheel thrown portions
were generally used in conbination with the other techniques. The section
slab constructions were used on large areas of vertical direction, allowing
the slab to harden some (not to the leather hard state) before adding another
slab above it. The one piece slabs were rolled out and shaped with newspaper
or other fillers that would burn out in the firing. Some of these large
slabs were formed over previously shaped clay that would represent internal
forms and structures. When the thin clay slab was draped over the structure
it would appear as if the force was from within pressing out. Also, I used
incised coils in the large, one-piece slabs to represent internal structure.
Once the slab was rolled out to the desired size, a two to three inch strip
would be cut out and replaced with a zigzag coil; this coil would be rolled and
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compressed into the separation of the slab, which when used over a form
of newspaper would become the inside and would not be seen. The coil must
be well compressed to eliminate structure problems at that seam. I work
with clay in a soft plastic state rather than combining leather hard slabs
together. When working with large slabs, there must be external or
internal support. Often, I would use a garbage can to support a piece and
a concoction of sticks for external and internal support. Usually, a piece
would have to be paddled from the outside into the desired shape by working
with my hands to form the internal structure from the inside. One of the
biggest problems was the texture on the surface; it was difficult to keep
it consistent and it very quickly became uneven and confusing. I used a
small piece of canvas to smooth seams and rough spots on the surface. The
strongest form was a simple uncomplicated surface, but there were times when
a textured surface was as strong as a smooth surface.
Drying is of paramount importance. The slower the better, especially
with the larger pieces. I cover the work in plastic and expose only for a
few hours each day. This insures an even and slow drying. If at all possible,
air should be allowed to circulate under the piece. This can be done by
placing lattice strips under the work once it is movable; however, the least
amount of movement is best. The work must be on a flat surface. I usually
built the sculpture on a piece of plywood that could be picked up, this allowed
me to move the piece without handling the actual object.
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Kiln
The need for a suitable kiln was evident to me early in the stages
of my thinking about Raku with large sculpture. I had once before used
the 30 foot updraft kiln for Raku and after that experience decided never
to do it again. My biggest problem was in getting a piece out quickly
and softly without losing too much heat contained in the kiln. With the
conventional loading kilns, it was impossible to remove large pieces. All
these problems were considered in the design of my Raku kiln. I ended up
by designing a kiln in which the entire kiln would be lifted up as the top,
leaving only the base or floor with the red hot piece easily accessible
from all sides. (see illustrative index) The heat would remain in the
kiln because it would rise and be caught in the top, the shelves would be
exposed to the air and cool down sufficiently so that there was not too
drastic a thermal shock, which would cause cracks across the bottoms of
large pieces (the shelves retain more heat than the soft brick which reflects
heat) . The kiln was lifted by a chain hoist attached to a power driven
garage door. The kiln could be raised with the door, but not lowered because
it would come down too fast. The entire kiln was constructed on a skid to
make it portable and later the kiln and skid were put on rollers so that one
person could move it easily.
The materials used were K-21 soft insulation brick, angle iron, hard
brick (foundation and skew blocks). The top was a sprung arch and the
burners were made from plumbing parts and the fuel was propane.
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Artists views of importance and relevance in connection to contemporary
influences.
When one views an object, he is actually concerned with his
perception
of the reality of that object. He sees what he wants to see
and recalls
his memory of a similar object, or his concept of that object,
but he is
least concerned with the actual measurable object. Consequently, when an
object is not what a viewer expects to see, he is stimulated to respond;
the response is surprise because the object is different than what he had
perceived.
My work is involved with evoking many communicative
emotions and
experiences with the viewer. Some responses I hope to receive are the
active thought processes of perceiving, imagining, identifying and synthesizing.
Of these experiences I am most concerned with perception. Perception is
three fold: (1) inner perception
- the memory of an object, (2) outer
perception
- the actual observable and measurable object, (3) essential
perception
- the concept or essence of an object.
All of these types of perception influences the response of a
viewer
and if that response is a positive one, then the communication has been
successful for me. If I can receive positive emotion from a viewer, it is
a stronger response than evoking
logical thought about the work. The concern




"Humanness. . .is more a matter of positive emotions than of logical
thought."
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Michael Frimkes once stated that trends in clay were "to use clay to
express imaginative centers of the mind and these centers in turn can associate
with any experience the artist has
had." 5
I have tried to relate inner
emotions and moods of expression with experiences I have had to the viewer,
hoping to in some way identify with him. My intention is to evoke a positive
identification. What this suggested to me was that first my sculpture must
emotionally attract people in a positive way before they would think about
the visual ambiguities of the thought process that went into the surrealistic
approach to seals and walrus. If I am able to evoke an emotion or a humanistic
response in their preception, than my experience has been transferred to them.
All pottery has the potential to involve artist and viewer through the
object. Schwartz said that the value of ceramics in man's phyche were two
discoveries:
(1) One can be "identified as the extension of clay into
dimensional form and all the technical controls which
are required for successful realization of that extensiveness.
(2) Secondly, man viewed his first ceramic product, and continues to
view them as a tabula rasa upon which he is able to describe,
though always incompletely, the pictorial, imaginistic, iconic,
and more purely decorative symbols growing out of his imaginative
and consequently emotive
faculties."
Craftsmen are now reflecting their own personalities into their work
and also the feelings of the times. Probably the biggest influence on my
26
work was from one such contemporary craftsman. He showed me that clay
was
definitely an emotional medium that allowed the craftsman the experience of
describing imaginative and real details of his environment. David Middlebrook
has brought to focus for me many ways of accomplishing a positive
emotional
response from the viewer. He does this by his use of form in his
tongue-in-
cheek representations of the grotesque and incongruous but combines this
27
imagery with an almost classic formal restraint. His concern for simplicity
*
is of utmost importance, since simplicity is the strongest and most direct
means of making a statement. His use of minimal glazing has reinforced my own
feeling about form and glaze relationships. To keep a viewer interested and
attracted to a form long enough to perceive more than just the concept or
memory of an object is a matter of sometimes creating special and optical
forces to hold the viewers attention. Glazing should for this reason enhance
and strengthen form. Middlebrook used glazes for three reasons that I feel
are important: (1) to confound and confuse tactile and visual senses,
(2) to express or highlight areas and, (3) to play down certain areas.
From his imagination, he offers the viewer "improbable shapes, tactile
28
contradictions, and .. .bizarre contrast between. . .forms.
"
He invites
positive emotions, even laughter, from his audience and, consequently, a
more human identification with the artist.
I found for myself that to achieve the desired responses from the viewer,
I have to put an aliveness into my work. This life force is an expression
of all my environmental influences as
well as my inner psyche.
27
I have tried to place myself in my work hoping that the exposure
of conscious and subconscious emotions would be strengthened with form
control, glaze enhancement, and active thought process to arouse identi
fication with the viewer, another human being.
28
Conclusion
All together there were several outside influences on my work. Each
had its special importance; its peculiar characteristic, its significant
input; and its creative interpretation. All of my environments and experi
ences have supplied me with the concept of my work and all of my inner
need
for creative struggle supplied the emotional understanding of these concepts.
I combined nature with mind, reality with dreams, life with death, grief
with pleasure; all contrasts, yet able to exist together in Art.
I chose to show the animals as they exist in my minds habitat for them;
sometimes sleek and wet, sometimes sand covered, and sun parched. Using
surprising contradictions in the forms, I am able to stimulate people to
look beyond the surface meanings and explore their own imaginations. My
hope is to first attract the viewer with a sensitive response to the intensity
of the monocromatic glazes and the warmth of the forms. Then once he is
interested, I hope he will explore farther into and around the forms to notice
the subtle qualities that enhance and enrich the sculptures. Perhaps he will
begin to feel a strange incompleteness about these animals. He is forced to
complete images in his mind that draw from all of his past experiences until
he has created his own interpretation of the work. This can be done because
of the simplification of the form. These geometric abstractions with
surrealistic overtones will always be felt to be sea creatures, walrus or
seal is not important, that are somehow out of place or time or both.
29
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not reduced in sawdust
d. Detail of c. showing interior structures
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All brick used for arch and walls and base is K-21
insulation (soft) brick. Hard brick was used for the first
row (solid) of the base, and for the skew blocks. All








3. angle iron to hold skew blocks
l\"
stock
4. K-21 insulation brick
9x4%x22g"
5. all angle iron frameing
1%"
stock
6. burner ports two opposite corners
7 . banding wire
8. hard brick solid layer
9. skid
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